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Walking the talk on improving road safety
EROAD confirms that WorkSafe New Zealand, St John New Zealand and the NZ Transport Agency have
chosen EROAD technology for their respective company vehicles, improving the safety of their staff while
driving.
The technology that EROAD developed enables feedback to be given directly to the driver so that immediate
action can be taken to avoid the well documented precursors that lead to road incidents.
“Everyone talks about improving the safety on our roads, and we should be applauding those organisations
who have accepted that responsibility and are really walking the talk” said Steven Newman CEO of EROAD.
“WorkSafe NZ, St John and the NZ Transport Agency independently play important roles in enabling more
people to get home safely. They are also leading by example through improving the safety of their own
employees as they drive our roads”.
Additional benefits enabled by this technology include a significant reduction in time and paperwork required
to meet regulatory compliance, reduced fuel consumption, lower insurance premiums and improved service
accountability – all important considerations for organisations that rely on charitable donations or
government funding.
A small device called Ehubo2 is fitted into the vehicle, facing the driver. Information is displayed using colours
and icons that can be easily understood without distraction, enabling drivers to self-correct. Many within the
commercial transport industry have already been using this device, providing an overall combined 47%
decrease* in over-speed events amongst existing users, with some EROAD customers reporting more than
80% decreases within their owned or contracted vehicle fleets.
The Health and Safety at Work Act places responsibility on employers to protect their workers from harm,
and this includes while they’re driving a company vehicle, now considered a ‘workplace’ under the Act.
EROAD is the first company that specifically developed technology to deliver the accurate reliability required
by regulatory compliance for land transport. The company has expanded services and now delivers the same
business confidence for Health and Safety accountabilities.

Ends
* Reduction in over speed events in 2019 when compared to 2015, taken from aggregate of EROAD’s New Zealand customers.
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EROAD believes every community deserves safer roads that can be sustainably funded. This is why EROAD develops
technology solutions (products and services) that manage vehicle fleets, support regulatory compliance, improve driver safety
and reduce the costs associated with driving. EROAD also provides valuable insights and data analytics to universities,
government agencies and others who research, trial and evaluate future transport networks. This data enables those who use
the roads to influence the design, management and funding of future transport networks.
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EROAD launched with the purpose of modernizing New Zealand’s paper-based road user charging system. By 2009 EROAD
had introduced the world’s first nationwide electronic road user charging system and now around 46% of collected heavy
vehicle road user charges in New Zealand are being collected using EROAD technology. By March 2019, this had delivered
NZ$2.5B to NZTA for the sustainability of the NZ transport network. In the USA, EROAD introduced the first electronic
Weight Mile Tax service (2014) and the first independently verified Electronic Logging Device service (2017).
EROAD (ERD) is listed on the NZX, and employs almost 300 staff located across NZ, Australia and North America.
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